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“Science is what we understand
well enough to explain to a

computer. Art is everything else we
do.”

— Donald Knuth (1996)



Reliable Inverse
Modeling and

Optimization for TCAD
Applications



Optimization and
Inverse Modeling

Physics-based TCAD simulations usually take a long
time (at least a few minutes)

IBM

DEC

HP

Sun

Linux

Linux
SIESTA

Simulation Environment for Semiconductor
Technology Analysis



SIESTA Features
Interactive use, highly dynamic:
hosts can be added, removed, enabled, and
disabled while optimizations are running

Only ssh and simulations tools must be
installed on the cluster computers

Object-oriented protocol for defining new
simulators

Template mechanism for input files

Fail-safe scheduling



Many
variables,
global

Few
variables,

local

Optimization algorithms:

Gradient-based with constraints

Levenberg–Marquardt

Genetic algorithm for real numbers
(mutation…normal distribution)

Simulated annealing

SIESTA Features



Example: Inverse Modeling
Formation and
dissolution of Si
self-interstitial
clusters

Model contains 9
parameters
(Arrhenius
expressions)

SONY Atsugi
Technology Center



Multivariate Bernstein
Polynomials

Red: exp(5x); blue: Bernstein; green:
RSM



Multivariate Bernstein
Polynomials

Response Surface Methodology (RSM);
we can do much better

We need (and can find) local approximations

Weierstraß Approximation Theorem: Every
continuous function defined on an interval
[a,b] can be uniformly approximated as
closely as desired by a polynomial function

Bernstein polynomials provide a constructive
proof



Definition and Properties
Definition of B as a linear operator:

Uniform convergence: If f is a real,
continuous function, then the (multivariate)
Bernstein polynomials converge uniformly to f

Asymptotic formula:

Hence the convergence rate depends only on
the partial derivatives of 2nd degree



Properties
Variation diminishing property: Let Z(f,(a,b))
be the number of real zeros of f in the
interval (a,b) and let f: [0,1]→ο be a
continuous function. Then
Z(Bf,n , (0,1)) ≤ v(f),
where v(f) is the number of sign changes of
f in [0,1].

Another reason for the excellent smoothing
properties of Bernstein polynomials

They provide an approximation which does
not oscillate more often about any straight
line than the original function



RSM Bernstein

Monte Carlo
Implantation

MC simulation of Boron implant (15 keV) on an isotropic
homogeneous grid

New grid is anisotropic inhomogeneous (78 651 points)



Common Lisp
Lisp is the second oldest family of programming
languages after Fortran

Lisp is often called the programmable programming
language due to its macros (extremely regular
syntax, code is data)

Common Lisp is an ANSI standard

Interactive, native-code compiled, everything is a
first-class object (e.g., functions, classes)

Great extension language: AutoCAD, Emacs

Google Summer of Code: 9 projects funded



CL Source Example

(progn   (sleep 1) (sleep 2) (sleep 3)) ;; takes 6s
(parallel (sleep 1) (sleep 2) (sleep 3)) ;; takes
3s



Interactive Usage
Is Important

Most higher level languages can be used
interactively: Common Lisp (read-eval-print
loop), Python, Mathematica, Maple, Matlab

Faster write-compile-test cycle

Debugging means

Form a hypothesis,

Implement a test for the hypothesis, and

Verify/falsify the hypothesis



Python Common Lisp

Two implementations:
CPython, Jython

Allegro, LispWorks, CLISP, GCL, OpenMCL,
SBCL, …

Interpreted,
compiled

Interpreted,
native-code compiled

Large code collection,
easy to access

Library code available, but more fragmented
community

Stricter syntax,
white-space is important

Regular syntax,
powerful macros

New language Old roots



Lessons Learnt
Higher level languages like Python and CL
are very useful for scientific application
development

Advantages:

An extension language and reading
complex input files comes for free

Much less code than languages like C,
Fortran, even C++

But what happens if speed is important?



2D and 3D Topography
Simulation



Topography simulation on the feature scale
consists of three parts:

Transport of particles in the boundary
layer above the wafer
(diffusion; radiosity;
luminescent and specular reflection)

Reactions on the wafer surface

Surface evolution (level-set method,
advantages compared to cell-based
approach)

Feature Scale
Topography Simulation



ELSA 2D & 3D
(Enhanced LS
Applications)

General 2D and 3D level-set based topography
simulator, integrated into the other process
simulation efforts at the IµE
(e.g., implantation, diffusion, oxidation)

Cypress Interconnect stacks in a 100nm CMOS process for memory cells

Infineon Deposition for power MOSFETs

Toshiba Deposition and etching (gate stacks)



2D example

The Level-Set Method
The surface is represented as the zero
level-set of the solution u(t,x) of the PDE

ut + F(t,x) ‖gradx u‖ = 0, u(0,x) given



Example:
Microtrenching

Microtrenching is an
etching effect that
occurs at the bottom

The reason are
reflections at the
side walls for certain
process conditions

First simulation using
the level-set method

Toshiba



Example: Deposition
Interconnect stacks in a 100nm CMOS
process for memory cells (Cypress)

Timing delays due to metal
lines are becoming
increasingly important

Voids in ILDs may be beneficial
(cheaper than low-k,
which has integration problems)

Linking to resistance and
capacitance extraction tools

Information about capacitances available
to the circuit designer in SPICE



Example: Capacitance
Extraction

Simulation steps:
Dry etching (Cl)
PECVD deposition
(nitride)
CMP
Build stacks
Extract
capacitances
Store results in
database

Schematics of a signal
line (red) surrounded by
grounded lines and planes



Example: Effect of
Line Slope on Airgap

Profile
Variation of top
critical dimension
(CD) and of line
slope

Influence on
airgap size and
shape, and hence
capacitance

Cypress

top CD



Example: Capacitance
Extraction Results

M3 and M2 middle line capacitance as a function of
line-to-line spaces

Error less than 4% between CBCMs and simulations

M3 M2



Example: 3D Deposition
Trenches for power MOSFETs (Infineon)

Genuine 3D geometry: T- and H-junctions



ELSA Development History
First 2D version written in Common Lisp

Prototype, exploration of algorithms

FFI to netlib for linear algebra routines
(radiosity calculations)

Fully functional, satisfying speed

2D version rewritten in C upon request

3D version written in C++



Foreign Function
Interfaces

Today’s operating systems and numeric codes are
C/Fortran centric

Languages:
Python,

Common Lisp

CASs:
Mathematica,

Matlab

C,
Fortran

(e.g., OS libraries,
netlib)

FFI

Automatically
generated

from header files

Call backs

Difficult



3D Process Simulation
Is Difficult

Today commercial packages are still not mature

Processes are topography, implantation, lithography,
diffusion, oxidation, influence of stress & strain, etc.

Reasons are manifold:

Gridding, for example, is much more complicated in 3D
than in 2D

Volume vs. surface description

Different steps require different grids

Choosing the right data structures is essential



WSS: Linking 3D
Process Simulation

The wafer state server (WSS) developed at the IµE is a
software library for handling 3D geometries

Continuous process, not so much finished code

ELSA 3D MCIMPL FEDOS DELINK

Geometric operations

WSS reader/writer

WSS file



The Input Deck Library



A C library that parses textual input files and makes
the contents visible as C/C++ data structures within
the simulator

Handles units, names, name spaces, arrays, etc.

Used by (nearly) all simulation tools at IµE

The Input Deck Library



Lessons Learnt
Interactive development style speeds up
exploring and debugging new algorithms
(example: level-set and FMM)

One must find the right trade-off between
program development time and application
run time

For speed reasons call out from a higher-
level language to a lower-level language

Data structures are essential

Team work: use a version control system



Many-Body Problems in
Semiconductor Devices
and Molecular Biology



We consider a system of N particles that
are connected by a central force

Potential U = Unear + Ufar + Uexternal

Uexternal is O(N) … no problem

Unear is a rapidly enough decaying potential,
hence O(N) … no problem (by definition)

Ufar is a far reaching potential (e.g.,
Coulomb) and hence all interations must be
accounted for, O(N2) … computationally
expensive!

Many-Body Problems



The Fast Multi-Pole
Method (FMM)

Introduce an equidistant grid and its boxes

Introduce a hierarchy of grids by doubling the
number of grid cells in each space dimension

Condense information about the potential in series
expansions about the centers of the grid boxes

Upward pass: collect the contribution of the
particles in each grid cell
Downward pass: calculate the contribution of
other particles on particles in each grid cell



FMM Upward Pass

Level 1: 2x2 — Level 2: 4x4



FMM Downward Pass

Level 2: 4x4 — Level 3: 8x8

Direct

Use level 3
expansions

Use level 2
expansions



n+–n–n+ resistor,
360nm·50nm·50nm

Example: Resistor
EMC transport kernel and FMM yields a totally mesh-
less method

Accounts rigorously for
e-e and e-i interactions
(both short and
long range)

Faster simulations
(factor 2 to 20)

In order to verify
the physical validity
we first simulated
the electron mobility



Example: Electron
Mobility

Experiments and
five simulation
methods

Different doping
concentrations
(from 1015cm−3
to 1019cm−3)

Very good
agreement

Experimental data: C. Canali, G. Ottaviani, and A. Alberigi-Quaranta, “Drift velocity of electrons
and holes and associated anisotropic effects in silicon,” J. Phys. Chem. Solids, vol. 32, p. 1707, 1971.



Example: SOI MOSFET

Silicon film thickness 25nm
Channel width 30nm
Oxide thickness 4nm
Channel length 50nm
Channel doping 1018cm−3

Mesh size of 5 nm, 22·20·15 mesh nodes

Based on the doping of the source and drain
regions the device contained ≈7500 electrons



Output Characteristics
The Id–Vd curve for
an applied gate bias 1.0V

Using only the mesh force
(i.e., PM) leads to
higher current levels

Device performance is
overestimated if the
short range interactions are neglected

The average electron energy and the average electron
velocity increase when using the FMM approach because
of the short range e-e interactions)



Many-Body Problems
in Molecular Biology
We are only at the beginning of understanding
complex biological systems

Exciting times for several reasons:

Sequencing of many genomes

Atomic structures of proteins (X-ray diffraction,
nuclear magnetic resonance)

Great demand on computational resources

Understanding proteins enables us to manipulate
their functioning and find drugs



Ion Channels and Pumps
Hodgkin & Huxley: Ionic basis of nervous
conduction (Nobel price 1963)

Ion channels are passive elements and have
two important properties:

Gating (switching on and off)
Selectivity (with respect to ion species)

The precise functioning remained a mystery
for about 40 years

Ion pumps are active elements and are more
complicated, since they consume energy and
undergo conformal changes



K+ Channel KcsA

Open configuration and gating structure

X-ray diffraction structures
from MacKinnon’s group

(Nobel price 2003)Closed configuration

Side

Top



Software Development:
Aspects To Consider
Basic choices (difficult to undo later):

Understanding algorithms (c.f. RSM, FMM)

Data structures (and file formats, c.f. 3D
process simulation)

Hardware (multi-core CPUs)

Programming language:
Existing code (c.f. FMM)
Availability of optimizing compilers (e.g.,
icc/gcc)



Software Development:
Aspects To Consider

Trade-offs:

Program development time ↔
program run time

Program development is often team work
(c.f. 3D process simulation)

NIH: Not Invented Here

Community building:

Very good in computational biology

NanoHUB in micro-/nanoelectronics



“Stay hungry, stay
foolish.”

— Steve Jobs (2005)


